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Licenses

Evaporationcooling systems for blast furnaces, aeon
tinuous phenol-formaldehydeplant, coke-oven batteries
andother equipment have been installed at factories in
CzeChoslovakia under Soviet licenses.

Anumber of license agreements were concluded with
the Hungarian industrial enterprises, including those for
the Sovietevaporationcooling system for blast furnaces,
which is used at Hungary's largest industrial enterprise,
the Dunajvaros; a procedure for eIectroalag welding of
aluminum conductors; a manufacturing process for
powder wire; and production of units for oxygen-lance
pipe cutting.

Licensingcooperation between Licensintorg and Bul
garian organizations has grown considerably,

The most importantagreementsonSoviet technologies
include a syntheticdiamond production method, making
pipes from quartz glass, and Astracomputersoftwarefor
nuclear power plants, productionof tunnel shields to lay
service linesunderground, mouldcastingwith fine clean
ing of ferrous alloys in the gating system-the FIRAM
process- and producingcitric acid by surface fermentation

The large scale and complexity of problems faced by
science and technology today intensify international
economic relations and active technological exchange in
such global fields as raw materials, energy, pollution,
resources of the world ocean, eradication of the most
dangerous and common diseases, and space exploration.

Oneof the most dynamic forms of intensive technolog
ical exchange is the license agreement.

For about 25 years now, Licensintorg, the Soviet
ForeignTradecompany, has represented Soviet inventors,
industrialenterprises; and the ministries and government
bodies ofthe country maintaining stable, growing links
with foreign buyers and sellers of licenses, know-how, and
engineering services.

The Soviet Union's high international prestige in
various fields of science and engineering is recognized
throughout the world. Hence there is increasing interest
on the part of foreign companies and organizations in
Soviet licenses pertaining to the key branches of modem
industry that need much research effort. The associa
tion's export portfolio contains about 2,000 applications
for .:.::;~al inventions. : .!~~~:'.."! -~ the basis ofanalysis of
modem trends of development of science and technology.

More than 2,000 companies and organizations in 40
countries worldwide have commercial contacts with Li
censintorg.

Helps Solve Problems

Since 1962 when the associationwasestablished, Licen
sintorg has eoncluded over 1,000 export and import
agreements andcontracts, Byexchanging licenses, know
how and other industrial property rights with foreign
companies on a commercial basia Licensintorghelps to
solve important global problems as well as those of par
ticular industries in the nationaleconomies of the Soviet
Union and of the countries where the association's part
ners are based.

Licensintorg promotes various business and trade re-

·Deputy President, US.-USSR 77ade and Economic
Council, Inc; New York, N. Y. .
·"Amto'l/' Trading Corporation, New ~rk, N.Y.; paper
presented at LES US.A.1Canada AnnUal Meeting, Los
A ngeles; Calif.; October 1986.
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p y key -, ti~·;:// license and optional agreements, and contracts .of pur-
/'" chase-sale of equipment for license implementation. We

BY DIMITRY A_SOLOVYKH try to diversify Our forms of cooperation so as to satisfy,
and IGOR L. VOINOV" aseompletely as possible, the requirements of our foreign

partners, on the one hand, and of the Soviet organizations
and enterprises Onthe other.

Along with the transfer of rights for use of Soviet
technologies, Licensintorg is ready to conduct, within the
framework of the license agreement,development of
technical and economic substanti3:~ion,preparation of
projects within ''basic engineering';oro"detsiIedengineer
ing;' as well as to render technical assistance for all stages
of license implementation and to provide other services.

Licensintorg regards developing license trade and
cooperationwith foreign trade organizations of socialist
countries as a top priority. Most successfulin this field are
the Soviet technologies and developments in metallurgy,
shipbuilding, electricalengineering, communications, etc. 169

Thus, various factories and integrated plants of the
G DR have purchased licenses for torch gunning of con
verters !1I1d/ a method for manufacturing prestressed
stands for/rolling mills. The world famous Karl Zeiss Jena
integrated-plantsuccessfully employs Soviet-<iesigned
techniques for making coquilles of rectangular lenses, and
methods ·of checking physico-mechanical properties of
grinding tools,



Medicine

ductivity 4 to 6 times.
- 'Thchnology for production of cone-type inertia

crushers.
- Methods of design of mass-exchange columns in in

dustrial air-separating plants.

method, among others.
Licensintorg, in turn, buys, from the organizations and

enterprises of socialistcountries the most cost-effective
production processes and equipment. Capitalistcountries
account for a considerable share of the association's
license trade.

The most active partners' are large and medium firms in
Italy, France, FRG andJapan such as the Japanese Kobe
Steel and Nippon Steel, West German Gutehoffnung
Hutte and Schlomann Zimag, Italimpianti and Goldoni
of Italy, and many others.
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In the field of medicine, licenses should be noted for
such cardiovascular drugs as Entasin and others, for
surgical sutural instruments, for methods of ophthalmic
microsurgery developed by the staff of the Institute of

Achievements Microsurgery under the guidance of Academician S.
J Fedorov.

-----········.··---··.·····Foleign·specialists·are·attracted·by·achievements·in··········Soviet-science·aild·technology.haveapowerfulpotential.c.L _•.J
many Soviet industries. Thirty-five continuous steel but we realize that no single country, even the most in- '
castingplants were built in a number of countries under dustrialized, can dominate in all the fields of knowledge
Soviet licenses. Licensees for dry coke quenching plants andengineering. The import activities of the association
include companies in Italy, Japan, Great Britain, Spain, are in full keeping with trends of the country's progress
and others. Klekner Humboldt Deutz, an engineering and planned development of the Soviet economy. The
firm of the FRG, was the first to buy an original method main objective of the economic and socialdevelopment of
for processing complex zinc-copper ores-KIVTSET-pro- the USSR is to raise substantially the living standards of
cess. the Soviet people. Agriculture is nowdeveloping at an ac-

The other buyers of this process are well-known world celerated rate, serious tasks are faced by power engineer-
producers of lead, such as Broken Hill of Australia, Com- ing, transport, and much is to be done in the spheres of im-
inco of Canada and Samin of Italy. The Austrian firm proving the quality, reliability and durability of machines,
Voest Alpine purchased a license for torch gunning, an ac- of automating many manufacturing processes. and exten-
celerated method of repairing the linings of converters. sive introduction of robots.
Fried Krupp of the FRG and Kawasaki Steel of Japan are In view of these tasks, the association actively buys
also licensees for this technology. foreign licenses and know-how. U.S.technologypurchas-

Licensintorg's cooperation with foreign companies in ed in recent years includes an agreement with RCA Cor-
such a humane field as manufacturingof medical prepara- poration for manufacturing color picture tubes as wellas

170 tions is particularlynoteworthy. They are now beingmade licenses for Sundstrand-designed transmissions,
underSoviet licenses in the FRG, Italy, Great Britain and automatic Pure-Pak dispensers from Ex-Cell-O,sprinkl-
the U.S. ing installations from Valmont, low-cutting reapers from

The first contacts with U.S.companies started in 1964. Deere & Co., power sources for electrocardiostimulators
UnitedStates SurgicalCorp. bought a license for a Soviet- from Catalyst Research, and technology for industrial
designed methodof manufacturing blood vessel suturing production of cranberries from Summit.
instruments. However, business at that time was mostly A new promising and important trend in the techno-
sporadic. Nevertheless, due to joint efforts of the associa- logicalexchange is now being increasingly represented by
tion and its American agents, the number of signed ex- joint ventures, where each partneror one of them supplies
port license ~;:;re,.~c"r,bas "~~n growing from year to his technology by way of his contribution to the joint
year and at present this cooperation goes on a large scale. venture.

Among the licenses for the most interesting Soviet For example, a number of Soviet pharmaceutical and
technologies purchased by the U.S. companies are the medical research centers, as well as someother specializ-
following: ed R&D establishments, express their readiness to form
. - Thchnology for production of air punchers that can a joint venture on the territory of third countries by

operate underground without disturbing street transferring their laboratory findings to be further
pavement. developed and commercially applied. Accordingly, tech-

- The evaporation cooling system for blast furnaces, nical assistance will be provided by the Soviet organiza-
which was the first in'industrial'power engineeringprac- tion. This arrangement will make it possible for the
tice to recover the blast-furnace waste heat and to cut laboratory findings to be accessible to the market within
drastically electric power and water consumption. a short time and with proper account for its requirements

- An underground coal gasification plant to produce and specific conditions.
fuelgas from coal inundergroundchannelsusing a techni- In terms of organization of management of foreign
que that eliminates any manual operation. economic relations of the USSR, another possibility lies

- 'Thchnology and the Bulat installation for making in organizingjoint ventures on the territoryof the Soviet
'",pllI'-rPsiqtant coatings, '. Union. Here the foreign partner contributes his tech

- 'IllchnoIogyforaluminumcastinginamagneticfiekl nology for manufacturing of the product to be subse-
. - 'Thchnology and installation for contact welding of quently marketed in the USSR and worldwide.

marine trunk pipelines developed by the E.O. Paton In- At present new possibilities for developing co-produc-
stitute of ElectrlCWe1ding under the Academy i>f tionin industry and for the establishnientofjointenter-
Sciences of the Ukranian SSR. The Soviet invention has prises are offered to interested firms in capitalist and
made the weldingprocess automaticandcutdramatically developingcountries as well The endorsed principles of

.the time reqnired for each welded joint. It increases pro- establishing such enterprises combine both the specific

:"i~~)~::·:
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features of the Soviet economic system and the positive transfer of profits and also of other assets due to it. A e-
world experience of joint enterprise andjoint activity in reasonable favorable level of taxation shall be set for it. ~
the sphere of production. The foreign partner shall have the right, within the limits '<:

Joint enterprises can be established for the output of of its established share of thejoint capital, to reinvest- g
products currently imported from abroad However, itis ment of its profits with a view to enlarging or moderniz- ~
~--l',,~;.d that at the same time they will carry out active ing production. ".
export operations, including with the use of the The scientific and technological potentials of the two
marketing and servicing networks of both partners, the countries are great. This creates a basis for a more ::::
main areas of cooperation of interest to the Soviet side as vigorous economic cooperation on the basis of license ~
of today are: the output ofchemicals for use as pesticides, trade. Thdate, 52 export license agreements and the same ~
dyeing agents, chemical fibers and individual types of number of import license agreements have been conclud- ~

machines, as well as the pulp-and-paper, light. and food ed by Licensintorg with American firms. ::
industries.! At the same time the current sanctions and restrictions 1%

····_·····-;JointrenterpriseB"areset·up·onth"'basis.ofjointcapital••..applied.to_the.techll,olQgy.ei<change~.t_J!,.t!le.UJ!SlL•.•::'.•._.•
with the share of the foreign participant not exceeding and the US.A. adversely impact the development of
49%.Its concrete contributioncan take the form ofequip- business with American companies on a really large scale.
ment, technology or currency funds. Difficulties may arise from time to time, of course. in

Joint enterprises shall not receive obligatory planned such a complex matter as licensing trade. Weare convinc-
assignments from the Soviet authorities and shall deter- ed that they can be resolved by means of a patient
mine their production programs themselves. dialogue and bringing together the positions of those in-

The foreign partner shall receive the right to the free terested in the solution.

171
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I ·n the heart of
. Moscow, not far

'from Red Square,
up the long circular
drive lined with waiting
Chaika limousines and
past the baroque foun
tain, stands a palatial
building dating from
the days of Catherine
the Great. Inside, down
corridors carpeted with
Oriental rugs and lined.
with ornate mirrors,
are the spacious offices
of the bureaucrats who
head the Soviet Acade
my of Sciences. For 50
years this elite has qui-
etly presided over the .
long, slow decline of Soviet science and technology.

Today the Soviet Union is an oddly backward
superpower. It boasts the world's largest scientific
work force and many of the finest mathematicians

. and theoretical physicists. Yet it has won only a
handful of Nobel prizes. Since 1986, a manned Sovi
et space station has orbited above the earth, and
now there is a space shuttle to service it. The first
manned mission to Mars is being planned. But with
their creaky phone system, Soviet citizens can bare
ly call home crosstown, much less transmit comput
er data reliably. The nation builds hydrogen bombs
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but cannot supply its
hospitals with cotton
swabs and syringes.
'DEEP WOUNDS.' "Dur
ing the past half-centu
ry, Soviet science has
suffered deep and still
bleeding wounds from
ill-conceived govern
ment policies," Roald Z.
Sagdeev, director of the
Soviet space program,
recently complained in
a scathing attack on So
viet technology pub
lished in an American
science journal. Indeed,
the Soviet Union has
missed out on the revo
lutions in biotechnology

and computers, key components of economic
growth in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.

No bureaucratic miscalculation cut deeper than
one made in 1962. "There was a government deci
sion to completely cancel the computer division in
the Academy of Sciences," says Yevgeny P. Veli
khov, vice-president of the academy. Now the Sovi
et Union can't mass-produce a personal computer,
let alone advanced scientific instruments or comput
erized controllers for factory machinery. There are
only about 200,000 personal computers in the entire
country. Its fastest machines lag far behind the

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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THE SOVIETUNIONMISSED OUT ON THE
REVOLUTIONS IN COMPUTERS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY.
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HOWMUCH SHOULD THE WEST HELP OUT?

supercomputers from
such manufacturers as
Cray Research Inc. and
Fujitsu Ltd. And its
semiconductor industry
makes only 3% of the
world's chips. "It's
shocking how far be
hiod they are," .says
Loren R. Graham, a
specialist on Soviet sci
ence and technology at
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

Yet advanced tech
'nology is crucial to So
viet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev's plan to re
structure the economy.
His policy of peres
troika is essentially geared toward pushing the So
viet Union ioto the late 20th century. "Our economy,
is too energy-consuming, too labor-consuming, too
material-consuming," admits Lev A. Bogdanov, who
heads applied physics research at the Soviet acade
my. "All this must be changed."

Already, Bogdanov and other academy officials
at 14 Leninsky Prospekt are on a forced march to
close the technology gap. In a sweeping reorganiza
tion of its leadership io mid-October, 20 top scien
tists were retired. That move, confesses academy
President Guri I. Marchuk, chopped the average

age of the leadership
by 20 years.
LOOSENING UP. But that
was only the beginniog.
Now research funds
will be controlled by
boards of scientists
who will evaluate the
merit of experiments
as in the West-instead
of beiog handed to the
powerful heads of the
Soviet Union's major
scientificiostitutes to
dole out as they see fit.
In addition, Gorbachev
is trying to spur innova
tion by creating some
competition for 'the
country's staid state

owned manufacturers, He is encouraging Soviet
style high-tech startups and establishing what are
basically venture-capital banks.

Meanwhile, Soviet scientists and engineers have
been dispatched on a shopping tour of the West.
They have been showiog up lately at computer and
software companies and at trade shows for indus
tries rangiog from machine tools to aerospace. Be
sides renewing scientific contacts forged io the de-
tente era of the 1970s but largely cut off after the ~
iovasion of Afghanistan, they are trying to license '~

technology, gain management expertise, and set up ~
~

L.~_ _:_--------------__,_-------------__,_------__--'~
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THE HOTTEST SOVIET CLUBS HAVE ..
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I included sophisticated Toshiba Machine
Co. milling machines. In 1985, Wolfgang
Lachmann, a Munich entrepreneur, di
verted $11 million worth of computer

I
workstations made by Tektronix Inc., in
Beaverton, Ore., and disk drives made

I
by Control Data Corp. to the Soviets.
When the, Soviets get such gear, they
are notorious for "reverse engineering"

I it, working backward to copy the design.

I
A few years ago, Intel Corp, executives
were appalled to find even nonfunctional

Glock-I details left by a designer precisely COP"

technol- I ied on a Soviet chip.

I
LASER MIRRORS. Some U, S. experts sec
signs the Soviets are now determined to

I acquire such high-tech items as ad
I vanced microelectronics, side-scan sonar

for submarines, and laser mirrors, which
I could be a key component in Star Wars

I
systems, In the recent shake-up of the
top Kremlin leadership, foreign-intelli
zence expert Vladimir A, Kryuchkov

I was elevated to KGB chief, over Viktor

1

M, Chebrikov, a sign to most Kremlin
watchers that the KGB is putting less

to build plants for small computers in
communist countries--on the grounds
that that would violate national security,
"The Soviets haven't changed their mili- I

tary posture." says Commerce Under
Secretary Paul Fresdenberg.
HOG-TIED? Many U. S. executives com
plain that Washington's stance hands
the advantage to the Europeans and the
Japanese. Cummins Engine Co., for ex
ample, is negotiating a joint venture to
build a diesel engine plant in the Soviet

;_I-_""I,,,,,,,,,.I.,,Union..,,.~.'Our,,,,biggest,,.stumbling
probably is Washington and the
ogy-export controls," says John L,
Becker, director of business develop
ment for Cummins. "That hands the

. business directly to our Western allies."
To the Pentagon, the threat to nation- I

al security overrides the potential for
profits. Not only do the. Soviets build
MIG-29 fighters, Kalashnikov rifles, and
lethal SS-24 and SS-25 mobile missiles,
but so far they also are the only nation
to have built a titanium-hulled subma
rine, the Alfa class, which can dive deep
er and run faster than n""~"*,,,,,~~;:;W$i~iii~~~~<1!i~i'P~iJii~5~iii%~'5iii?§~:iiil en out their mess-it
U. S. subs. And West- would only get used
ern military officials against us.' I don't buy
say the Soviets are de- that at all."
veloping antimissile Ia- Even if the West co-
sers at a defense com- operates, Gorbachev
plex in Sary Shagan in faces an enormous bat-
Central Asia. tie at home. His back-

In the Soviet Union ward, centrally planned
the military has always economy is ill-suited to
gotten the best of ev- keeping up with fast-
erything-even at the moving, innovative in-
risk of serious short- dustries. And Soviet
ages of domestic goods, workers have long been
including food. Despite accustomed to taking
all the attention to glas- orders from the top
nost and perestroika, rather than responding
there is nO evidence to incentives and taking
that Gorbachev has cut risks. "They do best in
military spending. And gigantic state-run pro-
the Soviet military has . grams" such as space
a long history of doing exploration, says MIT'S
whatever it deems nee- Graham. "They do
essary to get advanced worst in those areas
foreign technology. where market pull

Russia's first atomic and private enter-
bomb was built with prise are the moving
the help of secrets sto- forces.JI

len from the West. AI- The Soviet failure
though there are in computers is a
important differ- prime example, In the
ences in design, the 1950s and early 1960s,
new Soviet space when computing was
shuttle, intend- largely a military
ed to service pursuit, the Sovi-
the Soviet ets were closer to
Mir space sta- the cutting edge.
tion, looks strik- But when the com-
ingly like those built mercial market in the
by NASA. U. S. became its most

Without doubt, the dynamic sector, Soviet
Soviets traffic freely in central planners eooled
stolen technology, In off. In the hands of the
1987, Soviet contraband public, computers were

--T'~-- -- -,-'-'---' -,~-- --- c, __. --, -_.- ... _.- ,- -- """.".
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-,-a direct threat to police-state control chips and a Soviet-designed 32-bit micro- The Soviets have already signed sever-
over information and communications. processor for factory automation sys- al computer and software joint ventures
"When the information era dawned, no tems-a move that would surely trip with U. S. companies. Dialog, a venture
one in the Soviet Union wanted the alarms in the Pentagon and On Capitol between Management Partnerships In
transparency it was designed to bring," Hill. "From the architectural or system ternational in Chicago, the Soviet Kamaz
says Henrik Bischof, an East bloc spe- point of view, we have very interesting Truck Plant, Moscow State University,
cialist at the Friedrich Ebert Foundation : designs now," said Boris V. Batalov, and other partners, plans to ship sub
in Bonn. ' head of the Research Institute for Com- components of personal computers to
STO,DGINESS. To~ay, the Soviets simply , purer-Aided Design at the Soviet aca~e- Mosco.w and sell Soviet-designed soft
don t have what It takes to compete. Jap-' my. "We don't want to watt for Soviet ware m the West.

,"~",,"~~~I:~~~~e .._,.~~~ ~:,"~,,: ~~e~~~?~.~~~~E ~~o~J:~:,,",~,~<L~_~_P~?_~_t1_~~_i?n."_~~_?~vi~ts,~~_~~~~e~". _, In, Kiev, academi~ian Stogny heads a I I (
rues have shrunli the size of elecfromc the plan at a Commerce Dept, meetlfilt ~teamofpr6gralfimers~deveI6pmg'a:c6m'~-'" -~~'-'--- -'
elements to less than one micron. The in August, but U. S. officials were unen- puter network and a data base for the
Soviets say their best chips use 1.8 mi- thusiastic, No American semiconductor city managers. He wants to buy IBM
cron lithography. They have yet to build firm admits having discussed the idea. clones from Malaysia and Taiwan and
32-bit personal computers, which are be- This is not the first time the Soviets will finance the effort through a joint
coming common in industry and labora- turn to the U. S. In the early 1920s, venture with DataEase International
tories in the West. The best Soviet memo ! shortly after the Russian Revolution, Le- Inc., a Trumbull (Conn.) software firm
ory chips can hold I that will sell data-base
256,000 pieces of data, software.
while Japan and the But Soviet software
U. S. routinely make may not fare well in the
chips of megabit (1 mil- already crowded Ameri-
lion-bit) capacity and can marketplace. So In-
are producing protatypi- novation International
cal 4-megabit chips. Inc., a Boston-based

The upshot is that So- computer company, has
viet scientists must wait a different approach: it
days for a chance to use plans to ship 3,000 IBM
the few state-of-the-art PC/XT clones next year
instruments that have to Moscow and eventu-
been scrounged from ally hopes to set up a
the West (page 82). In computer manufactur-
industry, that same ing plant there.
technology is critical to The Soviets have bet-
manufacturing semicon- ter luck selling heavy
ductors and building industrial technology
computers. "The main abroad. Some U. S. com-
problem for us is the in- parries have even been
frastructure, such as based on Soviet technol-
very clean materials; ogy. New Jersey-based
components, production Multi-Arc Scientific
equipment," says the Coatings, for example,
Soviet academy's Velikhov, a chunk)'. nin did the same. Sixty years ago, Henry bought the rights to a Soviet process for
gregarious scientist whom Corbachev Ford built a huge automobile plant in putting hard titanium nitride coatings on
picked to head a crash program to close the Soviet Union, and U. S. companies cutting tools. And Bering Co. in San
the computer gap. built steel plants and oil refineries. Francisco is selling Soviet-designed hy-

So even though Gorbachev is gam- But the .Soviets haven't always made droelectric turbines.
bling that undoing the economic damage the best use of the technology they ac- FREE LAUNCH. The Soviets are trying to
caused by the computer fiasco is worth quired. In the 1960s and 1970s, they earn Western cash with their space pro
the political risks of wider use of the bought turnkey factories, such as an gram, too. Glavkosmos, the commercial
machines, it will be a long time before auto plant built by Fiat in Togliatti. By arm of the Soviet program, is working
computers are widespread. Velikhov dis- the time the bureaucracy got the plant with Houston-based Space Commerce
plays a bumper sticker in his office at running, it was outdated. That's why the Corp. to line up U. S. customers. RCA,
the academy that reads "Computers for best-selling 1981 Soviet Zhignli autos Ford Aerospace, and Hughes Aircraft
Everyone," and computer-user clubs look an awful lot like 1972 Fiats. have looked into lofting their satellites
(page 70) and desktop publishing are be- Gorbachev's current push for joint aboard Soviet rockets. At about $30 mil
coming more common, But the Soviet ventures is different. He wants not just lion a shot, the launch is cheaper than
effort to produce a million personal com- machine tools and computers, but the either NASA'S prices or the European
puters a year by 1990 is not likelv to manufacturing and management skills Ariane program. But so far the U. S. has
succeed, "I'm afraid we will not fulfill needed to produce high-technology denied them permission.
this goal," he says. . goods. Says Seymour E. Goodman, pro- No matter how much the Soviets buy
SHOCKING PROPOSALS. Some Soviet SCI- fessor of management information sys- and sell, they will not catch up in the
entists don't want to wait for the nation- terns at the University of Arizona: "The technology race until they rebuild their
al computer industry to catch up, howey- Soviets seem to have learned the lessons industrialbase. Some joint ventures may
er. A group of scientists visiting the of the 1970s. They don't just want to help. Connecticut-based Combustion En
U. S. said they wanted American compa- purcbase technology. They want to be gineering Inc. is installing process con-u
nies to manufacture Soviet-designed taught how to do things." troIs at refineries, for example. But cur-
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rent Soviet industrial quality is shoddy.
A third of the apartment fires in Mos-
cow last year were blamed on Soviet-
built TV sets, which tend to explode if
left on too long. The labels on most soft-
drink bottles are crooked. "The ineffi-
ciency of their work force is incompre
hensible," says Ulrich Albrecht of the
Otto Suhr Institute of the Free Universi-
ty in Berlin. "They require an education
process th~t ~gL.~J~~,.~g,~£~~~§."~~,,~~.,~'~.'¥'-I-'~"~';'

.... · ..·ThifwlI0'e a daunting task. But Gor
bachev has taken up the challenge.
Throughout Soviet industry, factories
are experimenting with ways to improve
incentives for workers. In some plants,
managers encourage workers to group
together in teams and pay higher bonus
es if production beats quality standards.
Recently, Gorbachev proposed that
workers be allowed to lease parts of fac
tories and run them for their own profit.

Now the Soviet Union boasts startups
of its own in the form of new coopera
tives. Individuals were first allowed to
pool their resources and set up jointly
owned companies last year. Now several
scientific cooperatives are getting under
way (box). At Tartu University in Esto
nia, the Estonian Bio Center has spun
off several co-ops that are developing
biotech products.
INNOVATION SANKS. To cut red tape and
deliver funding faster, the Soviets are
creating a network-of Innovation Banks.
Akin to Western venture-capital outfits,
the banks are aimed at providing startup
capital for new cooperatives. They also
will fund scientific research not support
ed by research institutes and ministries.

Under the scheme, scientists can hope
to earn thousands of rubles for an inven
tion, rather than the typical onetime fee
paid by state institutes and ministries
equivalent to just $300. "The main fea
ture is to give people an interest in their
work," says Vladimir Semoyonov, who
has eight phones beside his desk, which
is a sign of his status as head of the
Leningrad Innovation Bank's council of
shareholders.

Still, it remains to be seen whether the
Soviets can graft Western-style incen
tives onto what is still a centrally
planned economy. And the Soviets are
trying to chase a moving target "They
are getting better all the time," says
MIT'S Graham, "but we have been get
ting better faster." With the remarkable
changes under way, however, the mo
mentum is clearly building for much
broader East-West technology exchange.
That will mean new opportunities-and
fresh dangers-for both sides.

By Peter Galuszka in Moscou: and Wil
liam D. Marbach and Rose Brady in New
York, with Bill Javetski in Washington,
Gail Schares in Bonn, and bureau reports
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;11: STEP ONE FOR
ii: THE ENTREPRENEUR: GO CO-OP
it!
!.Ij sergei Olevsky nev~!r tho~ght he brought out.its product, the only avail-
, . would end up runmng a high-tech able Soviet interfaces cost as much as
::1; startup. A researcher at a Moscow $136,000 because they bad been designed

. ','1' microelectronics institute for 10 years, to. help run nuclear power plants. Iska-
i ,.'1 Olevsky lost his job in 1981 after becom- tel's three interface models are priced

"._••~.H .•!':.. _i:'.gjm,oh'ed..with.an..internationalsci~n-." from···$10;000·to··$42;500~·The·Belal-:OOrO··
i " lists-far-peace group. That earned him personal computers cost a mere $1,100.
I :,: six years as a laborer in a welding fac- Iskatel got its interfaces into produe-

;1: tory. But after Soviet leader Mikhail S. tion in just three months. Left to more
i,~; Gorbachev advocated small cooperatives traditional institutes, such an effort;+ owned by groups of individuals, "would never get done," Olevsky says.
.::; Olevsky's luck turned. First, he joined a The cooperative keeps bureaucracy to a
Iiii cooperative making experimental minimum. Of its employees, "we have
"~i superconducting mate- only three people who
~\!J . rials. Just a few are not producing,"
Ed months ago, he set out says Olevsky. In other
q\; on his own. _ Soviet enterprises of
:',1. Olevsky founded Is- the same size, he adds,
i\q! katel, a _cooperative "there can be 50 to 70"
\:_~~" that makes controls nonproduction people.
I.i; that connect Soviet- Iskate! pays its full-
j;:} made personal comput- time workers an aver-
iii: ers to automated fac- age of $850 a month,
'i'i' tory machines. He led a double the typical Sovi-.
'd;; group of engineers to et worker's wage. Top
: 'I'! design the devices and researchers and man-
;,1' now oversees a work agers make up to

'1 [. force of 250. Since pro- $1,700 per month, al-
,. duction started in June, Iskatel has made most three times the amount Sovietinsti-

. ,. 80 such links a month and has lined up a tutes pay their scientists.
dozen steady Soviet customers.The com- For now, Iskatel relies largely on a
puny expects to be producing 8,000 con- makeshift work force: Most employees
troIs a year by 1990. To earn the hard are moonlighters who hold full-time day
cash it needs to purchase supplies jobs. Still, Olevsky says sales will hit $34
abroad, Iskatel also makes gold and sil- million in Iskate!'s first year-50% from
ver jewelry, small handbags, and other electronic systems.
goods. The co-op now assembles the inter-

Cooperatives are a key element in Gor- faces in three different shops. Eventual-
bachev's push to restructure the Soviet Iy, Olevsky hopes to build a factory and
economy, from agriculture to technol- hire full-time workers. He's also trying
ogy, By the year 2000, Olevsky predicts, to woo a U.S. company into forming a
high-tech co-ops will represent as much joint venture, and he plans to show off
as 25% to 30% of domestic Soviet trade. Iskatel gear in New York City in Deeem-:
Already, 32,009 co-ops are scattered ber. Iskatel will try to improve on the
throughout the Soviet Union, including Soviet computers as well: It recently re-
restaurants, auto repair shops, and a few ceived from Europe its first batch of
ventures such as Iskate!. Gorbachev components to make IBM clones.
hopes the technical co-ops will break For all the success of cooperatives to
down research bottlenecks by speeding date, their, future is less than certain.
up decisions, spending less on overhead, Before they can become effective on a
and paying their workers more. wide scale, public attitudes will have to
MOONLIGHTING. Like many startups out- change: Many Soviets still see such ven-
side the Soviet Union, Iskatel designed a tures as anticommunist. "The movement
product to fill a market niche. HOur task will come," predicts Olevsky. HIn three
was to create a safe, inexpensive de- to five years, there will be a change of
vice," Olevsky explains. With the big ideological thinking." If that happens, co-
push to automate factories and farms, operatives could do what centrally
Soviet managers have been looking for planned Soviet miuistries have failed to
lower-cost controls that would allow So- accomplish: propel Soviet technology out
viet-built Beks-DOlO personal computers of labs and onto the factory floor.
to control machinery. Until Iskatel By Peter Galuszka in Moscow
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WHAT WILL THEY DO
WHEN THEY GET THE RIGHT STUFF?

Soviet scientists use old equipment, have few computers-but make some big discoveries
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I t 's time to celebrate at Laboratory
Building A in the forested park that
surrounds Moscow State University.

Pavel Dibrov, a pudgy, 30-year-old bio
physicist, helps arrange the rich choco
late cake amid test tubes and teacups on
a table. "This is a tradition," he says, as
his colleague Marina, whose birthday it
is, grins.

But Pavel and Marina's jobs as uni
versity researchers are hardly a piece of
cake. While some top scientists enjoy
relative luxury, including limousines,
spacious apartments, and foreign travel
privileges, the average Soviet research
er scrapes by on 185 rubles a month. At
about $315, that is less than a truck
driver or a hairdresser earns.

Military labs and institutes run by the
Soviet Academy of Sciences have first
claim to hard-won foreign laboratory

82 BUSJNESS WEEK/NOVEMBER 7,1988

equipment. University scientists like Di
brov use instruments that might be
found in a Western high school. Chemi
cals are in such short supply that he and
his team must plan experiments 12 to 18
months in advance.
POOR BUT PROUD. Still, Dibrov and other
Soviet scientists manage to get" some
work done. A specialist in the transfer
of energy between cells in the body,
Dibrov discovered an enzyme that might
lead to new drugs and applications in
biotechnology and agriculture.

Indeed, the Soviet Union has a bril
liant-and stubborn-scientific tradi
tion. Soviet chemist Dmitri Mendeleev
gave the world the periodic table of the
elements, and Ivan Pavlov provided key
clues to behavior. Soviet scientists were
the first to put a satellite in space and a
man in orbit. They managed to explode

their first atomic bomb only four years
after Hiroshima, even though their
country had been devastated by war.

Despite isolation and the police-state
secrecy of the Cold Wax years, the art
of innovation survived. Soviet mathema
ticians and physicists are world-re
nowned. They did early theoretical work
on computers and are now writing soft
ware and designing chips, although
most Soviet computers are small and
years out of date.

Why didn't the oppression bring Sovi
et science to a complete halt? Dibrov
and others believe that the shortage of
state-of-the-art equipment and supplies
and the isolation from other scientists
drove the Soviets to find simpler, and
often more elegant, solutions to prob
lems. "We are poor," he says, "but we
must use this to our advantage."

SCiENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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because they can be applied to tools and
other metal parts and may lead to heat
resistant semiconductors. "Many appli
cations in the U. S. and Japan will be
based on this work," says Dmitri Fedo
seev, who heads the lab.
STRAITJACKETED. Still, daunting handi
caps have made Soviet accomplishments
hard to come by. A staid bureaucracy at
the Soviet Academy of Sciences deter
mines the direction of research. Once
assigned to a project, scientists are rare- I II

'·ly-a1lowed-to'follow-theirinstincts-inW' '''--'''-- ..,,--.,
new avenues of inquiry. Nor are there
market forces to dictate change.

The upshot is tbat Soviet technology
has often stuck to preset paths-with
disastrous consequences. From 1940 to
1965, Trofim D. Lysenko, who headed
the Institute of Genetics, held sway
with his theory that organisms can pass
on acquired characteristics to succeed
ing generations. So modern genetics re
search halted, and the country missed
out on the genetic revolution that
spawned biotechnology. Similarly, a po
litical decision not to pursue computers
left the country on the sidelines.

Bureaucracy and human-rights
abuses also helped drive away many
leading Soviet scientists-especially
Jewish ones. A steady trickle has man
aged to get permission to leave. Some
defected at scientific conferences, and
many more refused to work after tbeir
requests to leave were denied. Although
the West pressured the Soviets to re-
lease some of the most prominent refu-
seniks, such as computer expert Natan
Scharansky, Western diplomats say
many Soviet scientists are still waiting
to emigrate. .

Such defections have hurt. Herman
Branover was a key figure in the Sovi
ets' massive effort to develop magneto
hydrodyuamics (MHD), a technology for
generating electrical power that prom
ises to be more efficient than the tur
biues now in use. He was allowed to
leave the Soviet Union 16 years ago and
now heads a project at Israel's Ben-Cur
ian University to work on a process he
developed called liquid-metal MHD. And
he's organizing an entire community,
with research facilities and factories, to
house other Soviet emigre scientists.
STEADY FUNDING. Branover does see
something positive in the way the Sovi-
ets treat technology. Once they commit
themselves to an advanced, long-range
project, the funding is steady, year after
year. "Now I spend half my time, may-
be 80% even, looking for money," he
says. In the Soviet Union, "I only had to
fill out a short form once a year."

That helps explain why the Soviets
are in the forefront in such slow-mov-
ing, costly areas as MHD, manned space,
and fusion. They've been working on
fusion research, for example, for 35"';';('-. 4,600,000 so [198" 40,000

'." ,.,. ·DATA: CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVia. PtANtCON INC••
. NAnONAl SOrNCE BOARD.SOVIET GOVERNMENT. BW
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The ability of Soviet scientists to cut
through to the nub of the matter has its
admirers in the West. "In any area of
science where good _work can be done
with a piece of chalk aud a blackboard
the very theoretical, abstract, and high
ly mathematical areas-the Soviet
Union is likely to be very, very good,"
says Loren R. Graham, an expert ou
Soviet science and technology at Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology.

Outsiders also say that Soviet scien-
"Ji"l&gfte!\J1e!\efit.from.their.different.

approach. "They aren't thinking in a
lockstep mode with Western scientists,"
observes Bernard P. O'Meara, executive
vice-president of Kiser Research Inc. in
Washington, a consulting firm that li
censes Soviet technology to U. S. compa
nies. "There is no place that is as scien
tifically and technically advanced as
they are that is as unaffected by West·
ern advances and market drives."
EYE-OPENING ADVANCES. The Soviets
have made discoveries that are widely
used in the West. They're leaders in
such industrial technologies as metallur
gy, for example. They invented continu
ous casting of steel and welding meth
ods used to build pipelines and the rails
for the Washington metro. A process
for electromagnetic casting, developed
in the 1960s, has been licensed to virtu
ally every major aluminum company in
the world. Now the Soviets are hoping
to capitalize on the expertise of the Pa
ton Welding Institute in Kiev. It has
cooperative agreements with welding in
stitutes in Britain and Columbus, Ohio.

Then there's ophthalmologist Svyatos
lav Fyodorov. In a nation with notori
ously poor medical care, he developed
radial keratotomy, a surgical procedure
to correct nearsightedness. And, at Mos
cow's Eye Clinic, he designed a surgery
that looks more like mission control
than an operating room.

Lying on beds arranged like the pet
als of a flower, five. patients under
go surgery simultaneously. Viewing
the eye via computerized imaging sys
tems a surgeon makes tiny incisions on
the eye to correct vision by changing
the eyeball's shape. Fyodorov and his
team perform 21,000 operations a year
and plan to build other clinics.
The surgical assembly line has brought
fame and hefty revenues-including an
estimated $1 million annually from
foreigners. .

Soviet scientist Vladimir Deryagin
gave Western scientists another sur
prise. Working in a dusty lab crowded
with old wooden desks at the Institute
of Physical Chemistry in Moscow, he
discovered a way to turn powdered car
bon into films of diamond-at low tem
peratures. Those superhard crystalline
layers have become the focus of a major
development effort in the West. That's
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opulo. "The labs with no contacts with
defense are beggars."

Under Gorbachev's glasnost, howev
er, there are signs of change. The Soviet
leader recently gave a very visible sign
that he wants to ease travel restrictions
on scientists. In November, Andrei D.
Sakharov, the physicist and human
rights activist who was exiled to the city

··f:w~~r~J7~r~?~~~~~~o~M~~a*:I.~-'"
tion, Sakharov was recently elevated to
the 47-member presidium, or governing
body, of the Academy of Sciences-the
very body that condemned him as a
pawn in the Cold War five years ago.

Soviet scientists are also becoming
more openly critical of the way research
is conducted. "We have revised policies
to streugthen the connection between
science and practice," wrote Soviet
space program chief Roald Z. Sagdeev
in a critical analysis of Soviet science
published last summer. "But though
such reforms may be necessary, we
have not faced up to the real problem:
Soviet fundamental science is too
weak to contribute much to practical
applications."

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Even top Soviet officials are acknowl-
I--' edging the prohlem. Addressing a Com-

Star, that was written in the U. S. munist Party conference in Moscow last
For now, however, only a haudful of June, Academy President Marchuk said:

Soviet scientists work in such showplace "Our potential for fundamental re
labs. Many more straggle in older re-- search is approximately five times
search institutes that remain heavily bu- lower than the U. S.'s." He pointed
reaucratic, Top-echelon scientists are out that the U. S. spends about $15
generally deeply conservative. "They billion a year on basic research, as
see themselves as slaves of the authori- opposed to the approximately $3.3 bil
ties," says Yury Khronopulo, a special- lion spent in the Soviet Uuion.
ist in laser physics and Without more open
nonlinear optics who scientific cornmunica-
left the Soviet Union in tion, greater freedom
April and now lives in a to shift research priori-
growing emigre com- ties, more exchange
munity in Brooklyn, with scientists around
N. Y. the globe, and better

Laboratories are still channels to industry so
adorned with simplistic that ideas can translate
propaganda slogans, into products, the Sovi-
such as "All Glory to et Union will gain little.
Soviet Science!" Young Even though more re-
Soviet researchers are search facilities will be
no longer vetted politi- patterned after Shem-
cally by Komsomol, the yakin, it is likely to be a
young Communist long time before re-
league, but they must searchers such as Di-
still pass courses in brov have modern
Marxist-Leninist theory equipment. Meanwhile,
and the history of the the brain drain contin-
Communist Party to ues. There may be
qualify for a job. Get· signs of spring, but the
ting funding and access loug winter of Soviet
to modern equipment is science isn't over yet.
still extremely difficult. By Peter Galuszka in
"The only way is to at- Moscow, with William D.
tract the attention of _ Marbach and Rose Brady
the army," says Khron- ~ in New York
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'I years. At the high-security Kyrchatov
; . Atomic Energy Institute in Moscow,
il workers in. white lab coats are putting
1', the finishing touches to an experimental
ili fusion-powe,:" ,:"eactor ~alled Tokamak 15_
r.ll The $510 million device, which will use
i..I· an intense magnetic .fi~,)d to fuse hydro-
r . gen atoms at 100 million degrees centi-
1:1 grade, is comparable with the most ad-!I vanced installatio~s i.n the!,est. ,....

__'~"I_ .--,-,-,--, ..RocKETu..RloEs•..Similaely, the Soviet
i.I'I' space program has relentlessly pushed
'~.1 ahead with 100 launches a year, both
!ii_ ' manned and unmanned. While a V. s.
hj , space station won't be in orbit until the
1<\1' ' mid-1990s at the earliest, the Soviets
:!j':. have manned their Mir space laboratory
!,,! since 1986. Now the Soviets also have a
i:II' reusable space shuttle, which looks curio
,ill ously like those built by the U. S.
!~,r, . The Soviet Union has also taken a big-
!:II".'. budget approach to modernizing its re--

I'ii, searchbase. In th~ 1960s ~t began con-
{ structmg a "SCIence CIty." called
It:l:!- Akademgorodok, near Novosibirsk in Si-
,Iif heria. The idea was to make the city a
l;;j:: center for research in physics, biochem-
(1:: istry, economics, and mathematics at a
~il\\lil time when development of Siberia was a
,,,,, government priority. Although it has

, 'j~j: proved difficult to lure scieutis!," so far
III' from Moscow, many of Mikhail S. Gor-,- I :!({:. bachev's key scientists, including Acade-

! !J.I", my President Gury 1. Marchuk, worked
_ '" I' there.
I j i:f, Now Soviet planners are investing
. 1 ;;11, heavily to catch up in biotechnology. A

I •'1, vast, 13-building complex is rising in

I
\. southwest Moscow, the $3.4 billiou home
;':: of the Shemyakin Institute for BiOI"-

ganic Chemistry. The buildings are con
nected by bridges, and the complex is
patterned on the double--helix structure
of DNA.

Unlike most Soviet laboratories, those
in the institute are clean, well-lighted,
and filled with the latest equipment
mostly American and other foreign
made gear. In one room centrifuges
made by SmithKline--Beckman Corp. are
lined up like washing machines in a

8 laundromat Apple Computer Inc. and
~ IBM personal computers are scattereda .
~ throughout the complex. "It was recog-
~ nized that we were backward in modern
;;; biology. We had to do something," says
~ institute Director Vadim Ivanov.
§ The institute is already conducting
§ a broad range of biotechnology re
g search, from agricultural projects to
; producing such drugs as interferon, in
g terleukin-z, and human growth hor
; mones. On a recent afternoon, a gradu
~ ate student working on his PhD thesis
~ was sitting at an'IBM clone with an opti
t cal disk attached. He could call up 7,000
~ protein sequences and 15,000 nucleic
~ acid sequences from a data base, DNA-
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INTRODUCTION

On 27 April 1981, the National Science Foundation
hosted a one-day Workshop on Intellectual Property
Rights in Industry-University Cooperative Research.

The purpose of the workshop was to find out
whether intellectual property issues were inhibiting
cooperative research and, if so, how, The intent was to
identify problems that require further study or correc
tive action-even if not_necessarily by.the NSF.

The workshop included participants from busi
ness, academia, and Government. An attempt was
made to obtain a cross-section of opinion in each of

CffAPTER I

these three sectors by inviting persons from a variety
of positions within representative organizations. At
tendees are listed in Appendix A.

This report summarizes the five major topics
discussed: '

• Benefits and dangers of cooperative research,
• Cooperative research and intellectual property

rights,
• Trade secrets and proprietary information,
• Patent rights,
• Solutions and further actions.

257
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BENEFITS AND DANGERS OF
COOPERATNE RESEARCH

Underlying the workshop was an implicit assump
tion that cooperative research should be encouraged.
This reflected both the policy of the NSF and the per
sonal judgment of the workshop planners. Since the
participants were selected partly for their known inter
est in and experience with cooperative research. most,
if not all, approved that policy and shared that judg
ment. However, comments of participants several
times raised dangers and drawbacks of cooperative
research as well as opportunities for universities,
firms. and the research community.

A. Reasons for undertaking cooperative,research

One university representative declared that indus
try-university cooperation, or "coupling", is an essential
part of the technology transfer process. Universities
and firms must attempt to move the latest scientific
discoveries from campus laboratories to the produc
tion line if America's productivity and balance of pay
ments difficulties are to be solved. He also noted that
cooperative research is vital for engineering and ap
plied sciences because feedback from industry helps
to establish both research direction and educational
emphasis. Several academic participants commented
that reduced Federal spending is forcing universities
to find other support for research. University researchers
and administrators must seek funds from industry for
the same reason Willie Sutton robbed banks: "Because
that's where the money is:'

One business participant opined that much coop
eration between individual faculty members and firms
takes place without the knowledge of the universities.
Cooperative research programs merely formalize and
control an inevitable phenomenon.

258
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CtlAPTER II

B. Dangers of cooperative research

Among the doubts and misgivings expressed were
those of one academic participant who was concerned
about the effect of interactions between highly-struc
tured business (which he termed "crystalline") and
largely unstructured university research departments
C'llquld" or, jokingly, "gaseous"). He feared coopera
tive research might adversely affect the focus and func
tioning of academic researchers.

Participants from all three sectors worried that
industrial support could pervert universities' priorities,
channeling research into areas that produce short
term profits from those that advance scientific knowl
edge. In particular, some fear that Federal budget cuts
will cause a "gold rush" towards industrial sponsor
ship, particularly by smaller or less-prestigious univer
sities. This might trigger a "race to the bottom", as
universities compete for industrial support by com
promising their principles. One academic research
administrator said that such pressures are already
gu~at at smaller universities. An industrial participant
noted that academia cannot rely upon the generosity
ofstrangers to save them. Ifa university offers its birth
right for a mess of pottage, a business firm will take
the bargain.

According to one university researcher, coopera
tive research projects should be on the basic end of
the research spectrum. Firms should come to univer
sities not for answers to specific problems, but for
knowledge to cure deep ignorance. An industrial par
ticipant agreed that cooperative projects should focus
on basic research, the traditional province of campus
researchers. rather than applied research or develop
ment the main concem of firms' "in-house" researchers.
He said that applied research and development are
naturally more likely to produce results that have
immediate commercial significance and that conse
quently firms want to impose greater restrictions on
applied research and developmental projects. He noted
that universities must expect to incur "in-house..-type

-
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restrictions if they seek to perform "In-house't-type
research.

A representative from a public university said that
universities. both state-chartered and private nonpro
fit, have to carefully avoid going into the research
"business" for practical as well as philosophical rea
sons. He identified Federal tax problems and conflicts
with small research companies as possible resultS- of
increased university involvement with applied research
or development.

r·1

C. Consensus

The consensus of the participants was that coop
erative research-on the whole. at its present volume,
and as currently conducted-is clearly good for both
universities and industry. Cooperative research, how
ever. is not without its dangers. which may be exponen
tially related to the volume of cooperative research or
the proportion of cooperative research to total univer
sity research.

259



COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

A. Intellectual property rights matters inhibit
cooperative research

The participants agreed that intellectual property
rights sometimes prove a stumbling block to industry
university cooperative research. A research adminis
trator noted that in the industrial Northeast less than
four percent of academic research was industrially
sponsored. He said that time and again during coop
erative research negotiations, at meetings of govern
mental commissions, and in private discussions with
businessmen, patents were given as the reason firms
do not sponsor more on-campus research. Others
echoed this observation, although the thought was
expressed that intellectual property problems might
occasionally be more excuse than reason for failing to
undertake cooperative research.

All agreed that intellectual property rights are a
stumbling block-an inhibition-not a roadblock to
cooperation. In many cases, the problems are more
apparent than real. However, firms and, on occasion,
universities may not bother to investigate beyond the
appearance. One participant thought that cooperative
research, like any new activity, is often the victim of
inertia. Intellectual property rights problems inhibit
cooperative research not because they are so serious
or difficult to resolve, but because they abet such
inertia, causing delay and nuisance both within and
between the organizations involved.

B. Industry-university negotiations difficult

Many explanations were offered for difficulties in
industry-university negotiations. The differing struc
tures of a university and a firm might be to blame. A
research administrator noted that both university and
business hierarchies resemble pyramids. but that the
academic pyramid stands on its apex. not its base. He
said that business negotiators were often surprised-
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or appalled-to learn how often university policies are
established by the facuity and cannot be modified by
the research administrator or even the university
president.

The perspectives of business and academia differ
as well. As an industrial representative noted, firms are
accustomed to purchasing goods and services through
binding contracts. Universities, on the other hand, get
the bulk of their external research funding from appro
priations, donations, Or Federal grants, which attach
relatively few conditions. A firm's contract adminis
trator seeks to protect its interests through standard
contractual "boilerplate". Academic administrators
and researchers naturally resist what they perceive as
unusual restrictions on university research activities.
Each side resents the other's departure from standard
operating procedure. (One of the Federal employees
suggested that the same clash of perspectives can
occur when a Government agency supports research
as a "procurement" rather than "assistance" activity.)

The clash of perspectives seems to be only one
sYmptom ofa more serious problem-a failure to ade
quately understand the other party's interests. From
the comments made by university participants, this
misunderstanding lies mostly, though not exclusively,
on the industry side. As an academic with much expe
rience in cooperative research noted, firms sometimes
forget that a university is notjust a research performer.
Universities have three institutional responsibilities:
advancement of knowledge, education, and public ser
vice. The last of these is particularly important for
state-run universities, which get most of their funds
through a political process.

C. Intraorganization obstacles

Some of the participants indicated that industry
university differences and misunderstandings are fre
quently less troublesome to cooperative research than
intraorganizational ones. Several persons commented
that academic and industrial scientists seldom have
trouble in ldentlfyinq and designing worthwhile research
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projects. The difficult cooperative research negotiations mine patent". The only way to insure against later
are those between staff (research administrators and regrets at not having obtained patent rights is to ob-
lawyers), not line (researchers). Some believe this phe- tain patent rights. The natural human fear of failure,
nomenon is partly explained by the fact that an orga- or of being seen to fail, presses the negotiator into an
nlzation's staff may have a better, broader, view of uncompromising position. Unfortunately. this pres-
organizational responsibilities, priorities, and goals. sure affects both industrial and academic negotiators,
Legitimate concerns of the university or firm may not Conflict and even stalemate can result.
be apparent to the researchers, A few participants, Some at the workshop, chiefly nonlawyers, were I
however, felt strongly that cooperative research nego- convinced that intellectual property rights negotia- !
tiations also often run afoul of the specialized con- tions are particularly difficult because they are usually f

~_..~: •.-cerns.an(Lna[[oJ",doJe.r§ts__91J!!lbLeL'lity_or.l~?l.\~~~ _. handled, directly or indirectly, by lawyers. Lawyers are f
staff who handle negotiations-that the tail wags the - '''heaVily rnvo1Vea'Witn"intenecruarpropeny'j-lgnts'l5e,(:1ilr~'"''......
dog. If true, this might explain the disproportionate
difficulties intellectual property rights, particularly
patents, create in negotiating cooperative research
arrangements.

Everyone at the workshop agreed that patents are
the intellectual property rights issue. Copyrights were
hardly mentioned and trade secrets reportedly seldom
cause serious disagreement between universities and
firms. One participant noted that in his experience,
once agreement' on patent rights is reached, other
intellectual property rights questions are quickly re
solved. A major reason forthis is probably that patents
are perceived to be more valuable than other forms
of intellectual property. Another reason might be that
patents are "countable" If a trade secret is disclosed,
the economic advantage that might have been pro'
vided by excluslvtty is forever unknown, The value of
an invention that is disclosed but not patented is also
forever unknown. If a patent is obtained, however, the
economic value of the underlying invention may be
identified and traced. "Countabillty" begets accounta
bility. Someone can be held accountable for not having
obtained rights to an invention at the time of negotia
tion, at the time the invention is made, or at any time
during the seventeen-year life of the patent. Nobody
wants to be labeled "the one who gave away the gold-

intellectual property, more than real or personal prop
erty, depends on satisfaction of legal conditions, Infer
mation does not become a trade secret unless it has
certain attributes and, more importantly, is treated by
its owner in a certain way. A writing is not fully pro
tected by copyright (even under the 1976 Copyright
Act) unless certain formalities are observed. A patent
cannot be issued unless the invention and patent
application satisfy the statutory criteria. For this rea- .
son, intellectual property rights matters are the par
ticular concern of lawyers. Lawyers, by training and
(some argue) by nature, are cautious individuals, for
ever guarding against the lawsuit that never occurs,
Adding lawyerly caution to human fear of failure in
creases the "viscosity" or "friction" caused by patent
negotiations in industry-university dealings,

D. Consensus

The consensus of the participants was that though
cooperative research negotiations, particularly on in
tellectual property, are often difficult because of inter
sectional misunderstandings and intraorganizational
interests, compromise and understanding can resolve
the difficulties,
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TRADE SECRETS AND
PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

Trade secrets and proprietary information, while
potentially a source ofgreat conflict between academia
and industry, appear to be nonissues in most coopera
tive research arrangements. The participants reported
that problems result most often from lack of thought
or preconceptions, not from any basic conflict between
academic and business ethics. There was general
agreement on appropriate protection of a firm's pre
existing trade secrets and prompt publication of re
search results.

A. Pre-existing secrets

Everyone agreed that a firm must protect its pre
existing secrets and that secrecy would conflict with
the education and advancement of knowledge func
tions of the university. This general conflict however,
apparently causes few specific problems. Only one in
stance was mentioned in which secrecy questions pre
vented cooperative research. That involved a refusal by
a firm's lawyer to rnodlfy or omit some standard secrecy
"boilerplate"-a clash more of perspectives than of
essential interests.

There may be few problems in this area chiefly be
cause firms have elected to keep their trade secret
related research entirely "in-house". One industrial
participant opined that a firm would be foolish to en
trust a valuable trade secret to outside researchers,
whether academic or industrial. A decision that trade
secret-related research is inappropriate for coopera
tive research might result from a firm's judgment that
universities cannot or will not keep secrets. An aca
demic research administrator noted that universities
undeniably can keep secrets (the Los Alamos atomic
research facility, after all. is run by a university), but
that many have policies which rule out "secret research".
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What is difficult or forbidden at the institutional
level, however, can apparently often be accomplished
by individuals. When university researchers do research
in industrial laboratories, one academic said, they do
often sign confidentiality agreements.

A businessman noted that in fact technical trade
secrets are seldom an issue, Proprietary information
such as the fact that a firm was exploring a certain
technology or planning to enter a particular market
is more often involved. No one saw a conflict between
academic responsibilities and nondisclosure of that
kind of information.

B. Secrecy of results

There was also general agreement that the results
of cooperative research should be made public. The
industrial participants recognized the university research
ers' need to publish, both to exchange information
and to establish academic credentials. An academic
participant said many firms feel that the inevitable

'delay between submission and publication gives these
firms sufficient advantage over their competitors.
Everyone agreed that delaying publication for a limited
time to permit filing of patent applications is reason
able. Periods of delay ranging from thirty days to one
year were mentioned. One firm's patent attorney even
suggested that a time limit would help avoid tardiness
in filing.

C. Consensus

The consensus of the participants was that a
firm's pre-existing secrets should and could be pro
tected and that, except as necessary to protect patent
rights. publication of cooperative research results
should not be restricted.
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CffAPTER V

business participants, however, said that their com
panies only want to assure their own access to relevant
technology and do not care whether others may prac
tice an invention. They thus follow a "nonexclusive
strategy". One person noted that his firm follows
both strategies depending on its contribution to the
research and the importance of the particular technot
ogy to its markets.

To pursue an exclusive strategy, a firm should
"own" (i.e.. control) at least the first four, and ideally
all five, basic patent rights. To pursue a nonexclusive
strategy, on the other hand, a firm need only obtain
or retain one-the right to practice the invention.

Universities have three primary interests in patents.
Primarily, they (and particularly their patent adminis
trators) want to share in the income generated by uni
versity inventions. Second, they wish to protect them
selves against charges that they have conspired to
suppress or impede a new technology by ensuring that
such inventions are commercialized. Finally, they wish
to minimize the legal complications of commingling
research support. To satisfy these interests, universi
ties would prefer to "own" all five basic patent rights.

C. Problems between universities and
exclusive-strategy firms

The conflict between exclusive-strategy firms and
universities is obvious, since both ideally would like to
have complete control of the patent rights, although
for different reasons. Three issues seem to dominate
negotiations in these cases: ownership of title, control
of exclusivity, and, last but not least royalties.

Ownership of title-in itself mostly a matter of
form, not substance-is often the threshold issue. The
critical point of course. is not "bare legal title" but
who controls the important patent rights. (Astute nego
tiators, recognizing that may be able to trade "bare
legal title" for substantive concessions.) Universities
do have a valid reason for wanting title as such-the
commingling problem. 5eparating research funding

"'>_~"~~M"~"~_h·.'w.",,'

A. Basic patent rights

Representatives of some companies and universi
ties say that they insist on "title" to or "ownership" of
patents. This can be misleading because "ownership"
of a patent though typically evinced by holding legal"
title to it, actually consists of a package of different
legal rights. Few-if any-negotiators need or really
insist on having all of these.

The basic rights secured by a patent are:

1. The right to exclude others from practicing
(making, using, or selling) the invention (This
is the basic legal right secured by a patent
and is enforced by prosecuting infringers),

2. The right to practice the invention (without
being prosecuted.for infringement),

3. The right to license others to practice the
invention,

4. The right to license the right to exclude others,
a~ ,

5. The right to receive royalties from those li
censees.

The legal "owner" or "titleholder" may alienate
any or even all of these rights by a patent license. Cor
respondingly, a person may acquire, through license,
any or even all of these rights without having title to
the patent. If the "owner" licenses all patent rights,
retaining only bare legal title, the licensee becomes
owner for all practical purposes.

PATENT RIGHTS

B. Strategies and interests

Some of the industrial representatives at the
workshop said that their firms wish to be able to take
advantage of the so-called "patent monopoly" and ex
clude their competitors from practicing an invention.
Most companies follow this "exclusive" strategy". Other

~H~'."_H.='='=.===__
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2. Its products are complex, containing many
patentable components. As a result. the poten
tial costs of negotiating individual patent li
censes is high and the industry naturally grav
itates towards cross-licensing.

3. Finally, the firm is a large, market-dominating
company which is more likely likely to be hurt
than helped by restrictions on the spread of
technology.

General Electric, AT&T, International Business
Machines, and Exxon, four nonexclusive strategy firms
mentioned at the workshop, each obviously has at
least one of these characteristics. A nonexclusive right
to practice held by one of these firms is believed to dis
courage commercialization by anyone else. Another
firm may be reluctant to bear the costs of introducing
a new product if it knows that the dominant firm has
the right to come into the resulting market. which it is
likely to dominate as well. If the large firm's license

D. Problems between universities and
nonexcluslve-strategy firms

The conflict between universities and nonexclu
sive-strategy firms may seem less obvious, but may
actually be more troublesome, particularly since these
firms currently fund much, perhaps most. of industry
university cooperative research.

The "title" question does not arise, of course,
since nonexclusive firms are willing to let the university
keep most patent rights so long as they receive a right
to practice.

However, the "exclusivity" question is stood upon
its head, to the university negotiator's disadvantage,
Now the firm insists on nonexclusivity, at least to the
extent that it always be allowed to practice the inven
tion. A firm that follows a nonexclusive strategy usually
has one or more of the following characteristics:

1. It is involved with a fast-moving technoiogy.
Patents are of little value because an inven
tion will likely be obsolete before one issues
and because competitors can "invent around"
the patent.

f I
~h

sources is a difficult or perhaps impossible task in future university income from possible patents toob- \
the informal academic environment. Under Federal tain licenses for low, or often no, royalties. They say
grants, which support most academic research, the that while this occasionally results in "windfalls" for
university can retain "title" to Government-supported the companies, it tends to poison the industry-univer-
inventions without difficulty, but cannot assign it with- sity relationship. On the other side, firms insist that
out permission and holds it subject to certain Federal they have the right. indeed the duty, to strike the best
rights. If a university obligates itself to assign an lnven- bargain they can. Business representatives point out
tion to a firm and then discovers that. through com- that eliminating royalties entirely is desirable because
mingling, the invention also received support from the that forecloses disputes between the university and
Government or another firm, it may find itself in the firm as to whether a certain invention is incorporated
position of having sold something twice. The universi- in or used to manufacture a particular product. They

••_~_ ....,,_••.._...ties-may-also-want-lega l.title·for.political··reasons,sinee··········alsQ··maintain··that-the·exchange··of·future-patents-for-:-
faculty members or state legislators unsophisticated current funding may be a good deal for the university
in patent matters might equate not taking title with as a whole, if not for its patent administrators.

, ...J
surrendering all patent rights. Why some companies
insist on "title" is unclear.

The second issue is who will control the patent
exclusivity and so determine who may practice the
invention. The firm wants to be able to practice the
invention itself. or not. and to license others, or not.
as it determines is best for its business. If the firm
sees that profits are maxim ized by keeping the price
of the patented product high, it will do so. If it deter
mines that its investment in an alternate technology
would be destroyed, it may choose not to practice or
permit others to practice a patented process. (Several
investigations, however, have shown this last to be
more a theoretical possibility than an actual practice.)

These practices are consistent with the univer
sity's desire to maximize its patent income (provided,
of course, that the firm shares its profits or savings),
but not with its public service responsibilities. The
university, whether a public or private organization, is
seen by its faculty, its students, and the general public
as having a responsibility to promote the public inter
est. After all, state institutions and nonprofit organiza
tions exist (in theory) because society has found that.
due to market imperfections, some "public goods" or
"good works" would not be supplied or performed bY"
the private sector. Consequently, the university wants
to ensure that its employees' inventions are commer
cialized so that the benefits are available to the public
on reasonable terms. Universities do often grant exclu
sive licenses, but the workshop participants involved
with academic patent licensing noted that they prefer
to grant a license for a term of five or eight years
(rather than the full seventeen-year life of the patent),
to give exclusive rights only for certain fields of use,
and to impose "working" requirements to protect the
public against nonuse of the invention.

The final issue is money-slicing the patent in
come pie. From the workshop discussions, difficulties
seem to arise from an inequality of bargaining power
between the university and the firm. Academic patent
administrators feel that firms too often fail to give uni
versities a fair share of patent-related income. They
say that firms exploit the academic researcher's much
greater interest in current research support than in
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thus discourages others from practicing the invention,
the university obviously cannot earn royalty income
from anyone except its former cooperative research
partner. This means that the university patent adminis
trator gets a patent that cannot be successfully licensed.

Instead of limiting exclusivity to protect the public
against nonuse or excessive "monopoly" profits, the
university in this case tries to preserve exclusivity to
salvage its licensing opportunities. Those unfamiliar
with the innovation process. however, often do not

.' 'urrClerstanCl'lhen6tiontl1ata'patentectproductmaybe
produced oniy if the number of persons able to pro
duce it is limited so that the prospects of extra pro
fits will justify undertaking the often extraordinary
investment and risk-taking associated with initial com
mercialization. As a result the university finds itself in
an uncomfortable position, arguing against free access
to technology and for more profits. From the firm's
view. of course. to expect it to fund research without
assuring that it can use the fruits of that research is
unreasonable. After all. a nonexclusive license to pos
sible inventions seems a very small return for thou
sands of dollars of research support.
-Universities might find this situation easier to
accept if the firm's nonexclusive license bore substan
tial royalties. However. the inequality of bargaining
power between the university and the firm is perceived
as particularly great with nonexclusive firms and the
university often gets no royalties from its nonexclusive
license. Since one characteristic of a nonexclusive firm
is the complexity of its product such firms may have a
particular incentive to foreclose patent disputes by
obtaining royalty-free licenses. This is obviously a very
sore point with universities, certainly with their patent
administrators. So it is that negotiations between uni
versities and nonexclusive-strategy firms are often dif·
ficult and bitter.

E. Miscellaneous rights

In cooperative research negotiations with both
exclusive and nonexclusive firms, numerous subsid
iary patent issues arise. These include:

1. Who controls publication of results to protect
patentability,

2. Who decides whether or not to file a patent
application.

'3", Who draftsthe.patent.appl icatlort.particulady.
the claims.

4. Who pays for patenting and maintenance
costs. and

5. Who decides when to sue for infringement

Except for the first these issues are of interest pri
marily to patent attorneys. but they can be another
source of delay and difficulty in putting together indus
try-university deals. From the comments of the work
shop participants. a "clash of perspectives" may com
plicate negotiations over these subsidiary issues,
Representatives from industry thought these matters
should be specified in the cooperative research agree
ment While those from universities indicated that
these items could be left until after an invention is
made.

F. Consensus

The consensus of the workshop was that there are
genuine conflicts between universities' interests in
patents and firms'. particularly in respect to exclusivity
and royalties. These conflicts. however. can be. and
typically have been, resolved through good faith nego
tlaticris.
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SOLUTIONS AND FURTHER ACTIONS

The workshop participants agreed that many of
the intellectual property rights difficulties in industry
university cooperative research projects are caused by
inexperience and misunderstanding. More informa
tion is needed, especially by new entrants. Several pri
vate groups were reportedly considering the creation
ofan cooperative research information clearing house
to help alleviate this problem..

The participants saw little role for the Government
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In resolving these difficulties. Several believed that the
Bayh-Oole Act (35 U.S.c. §200 et seq.), enacted in late
1980, would encourage cooperative research by les
sening the commingling problem and by publiclzlng
the fact that universities can give companies patent
rights. (Experience since the workshop has apparently
confirmed this belief.) The participants felt that suc
cessful industry-university collaborations would beget
more interest.ln cooperative research and that a
"snowball" effect would occur without any major at
tempt to promote cooperative research.
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